THE KREIN-MILMAN PROPERTY AND COMPLEMENTED BUSHES IN BANACH SPACES AGGIE HO
We give "complementation" as a sufficient condition on a bush in a Banach space for the space to fail the KreinMilman property. We also construct an example of a Banach space X which contains a complemented bush. Hence the space X fails the Krein-Milman property. However the closed convex span of the bush contains infinitely many extreme points and no denting points. Moreover, the closed convex span of these extreme points contains the original bush.
1* Introduction* It is an open question whether a nondual
Banach space with the Krein-Milman property has the Radon-Nikodym property. Since a Banach space contains a bush if and only if it does not have the Radon-Nikodym property, a space which contains a bush and satisfies the Krein-Milman property would settle this question. Theorem A indicates that such a space must not have a complemented bush. For a summary of results on the Radon-Nikodym property and the Krein-Milman property, see [1, Ch. VII] .
A Banach space X is said to have the Krein-Milman property if every bounded closed convex subset in X is the closed convex span of its extreme points. We define a bush in a Banach space X to be a subset
of the unit ball of X that satisfies the following conditions: (Bl) For each n ^ 1, the collection of the first N(n + 1) positive integers is the union of N(ri) consecutive sets
{S?
+ι :
has r? +1 ^ 2 members (the bush is a tree if each r? = 2) and (B2) There is a positive separation constant ε such that, for each i and every j e S? +1 , the following holds:
We say x n+1 >* follows x nί or (n + 1, j) > (n, i) if j eS? +1 . The 348 AGGIE HO relation ">" is extended to be transitive. We say a = {(n, i n ): n ^ 1} is a branch if (n, i) < {n + 1, i n+ι ) for each n. A wedge of the bush B is a set of the type:
A complemented bush is a bush which satisfies the following additional condition:
(B3) There is a positive θ such that, for each n, \\u -v\\^ θ\\u\\ if uelmsp W nί and v e linsp {W nk \ k e S?" 1 and k^i}, where each fc and i belong to some S]"
1 . The concept of approximate bush is useful in constructing new bushes out of old ones and for proving the existence of bushes. We call a set
of the unit ball of X an approximate bush with errors of approximation {δ n }, if each δ n > 0 and Σ § n < co y (B2) is satisfied, and for each n, (AB1) ||^-ΣJ^-:ieSr An approximate complemented bush is an approximate bush that is complemented, that is, (AB1), (B2), and (B3) hold.
The following are some examples of trees and bushes. The trees in Examples 1, 2, 4, and 5 are complemented. The tree in Example 3 is not complemented. The tree in Example 4 is subtree of the uncomplemented tree in Example 3. An approximate bush is described in Example 6. This approximate bush approximates a subbush of the tree in Example 5. 
On the other hand, if the norm of u is attained at some k > 2 n-1 + i, then This is true because v(k) = 0. Consequently the set {y ni } is a complemented tree with complementation constant 1. It is easy to see that this tree has separation constant 1. 
REMARK (i). If xeT, then ||sc||<^l.
To see this, suppose 2i has one value of 1 (and one value of -1.) Consequently, the set T is a tree in the space X. EXAMPLE 6. Let {x ni } be the tree described in the previous Example. Define a subbush of this tree as follows. Let°>
and in general,
The set {y nί : 
Proof. First choose a subbush for which the errors {δ n } in approximation satisfy Σ δ n < ε/3, where ε is the separation constant for the approximate bush. Given x ni , we define xf as a weighted average of those followers of x ni that can be joined to x nί by a chain of p successive members of the approximate bush B^, where the weights are chosen in the obvious natural way. Very analogously with the proof of Lemma 1 in [2] , it follows that if y nί = lim xf for each (n 9 i), then {y ni } is a bush for which e/3 is a separation constant. Condition (1) where k and i belong to some S"~\ Then, by passing to a subsequence, there is a positive number λ < 1, and there are sequences {y p } and {z p } contained in co W ni and co {co W nk : k Φ i) respectively such that kΦ i}. Then
Thus, for some n and Sj" 1 , and for some ί and each k belonging to S??" 
It is not difficult to see that the remaining members of B form an approximate bush with errors in approximation {2~k: k = 1, 2, •}. Now we can obtain, by using the method of proving Lemma 1, a bush that is complemented and for which Π {co W ni : (n, i) 6 a} contains no nonzero element. It follows from Lemma 2 that the closed convex span of the bush has at most one extreme point.
THEOREM A. If a Banach space has a complemented bush, then it fails the Krein-Milman property.
4+ An example* We construct a norm on a linear space of functions on the set of ordered pairs S = {(n, i):
We show that this space contains a complemented bush (actually a complemented tree) whose closed convex span contains infinitely many extreme points and no denting points. Moreover, the closed convex span of these extreme points contains the original bush.
Since a tree is a bush for which each member has two successors, we can represent a tree as 
We say a branch is left-turning after k if it turns left at n for all n^ k, but not for n -k -1. We say a branch turns right at w = fc if it does not turn left at n -k. Let us know define a particular tree T = {# wί }, in the following manner. The function x 1 * 1 is identically zero, and the other functions are defined inductively so that:
(w, i) = -1 .
We note that the averaging property (Bl) holds for these elements. Before defining a norm on Γ, we construct positively homogeneous functions 2? α ( ) with domains all functions on S with finite support. We do this for each branch a that is left-turning after k for some k: We define the Banach space X to be the || ||-completion of the linear span of T. It is clear that X is in fact a space of functions on S with norm as defined above.
LEMMA 5. In the Banach space X, the following inequalities hold for each element x in X:
(5a) ||a;|| ^ l/4\x(n, i) -x(n + 1, 2ΐ -
Proof. We can get (5c) by using a weighted average of (5a) and (5b), with (n + 1, 2ϊ) in place of (n, i) in (5b); (5d) 
where (2) of Case A, and
B a (x) S (l/2)\x(n, i)\, as in
Case C. If the branch a passes through (n, i) and k < n, then i is odd, and (6) £«(aθŜ ince (5a) and (5b) are satisfied with || || replaced by B a {-) 9 it now follows easily from the definition of || || that (5a) and (5b) are satisfied as stated.
LEMMA 6. The set T is a complemented tree in the space X Proof. We shall show that the tree is a complemented tree with separation constant 1/6, and complementation constant 1/7.
To obtain the separation constant, we observe that \{x ni -x n+1 ' j )(n, i)\ = 1 if j is either 2ί -1 or 2ΐ. So it follows from both x nί and x n+hj being 0 at (n + 1, 2i -1) and (n + 1, 2i), and from (5c), that the separation constant is 1/6. Finally, we show that the complementation constant is 1/7. To see this, let y e linsp T7 w+lj2i _i and let z e linsp W n+1 , 2i . It is clear that there is a number a such that, if a is a branch through (w, i), m < n, and (m, .?) e α, then 
We proceed to show that ||2/ + ^|^i-|| Z || and \\y + z\\t hat is 1/7 is a complementation constant. To estimate \\y + «||, we assume that {cc From (6) and (7), we have
Now let A = {x p : the branch a p does not pass through (n + 1, 2i)}. Averaging (8) and (11) Thus the complementation constant is at least 1/7. This concludes Lemma 6. We see from this lemma and Theorem A that the space X does not have the Krein-Milman property. We proceed to prove the following theorem. THEOREM B. There is a Banach space which contains a tree for which the closed convex span of this tree contains infinitely many extreme points, but no denting points. Moreover, the closed convex span of these extreme points contains the original tree.
Proof. Let X be the Banach space and T be the tree constructed above. We show first that, for a branch a that is left-turning after some point, the element x a defined by Therefore {yξ} converges to an element x a in X. Furthermore, it belongs to the closed convex span of T. We notice that, from (5c), 6 where both (n, i) and (n, k) follow (n -1, ί n _i). Thus the element x a is not a denting point for the closed convex span of T.
To show that each x a is an extreme point for the closed convex span of T, assume that x a -(l/2)(y + z) for some y, z in co(T). Clearly, for each (n, i) e α, y(n, i)
Assume ( Let λ = X {^ΐ : ^*(fc, Λ) = β(k) = -a{k), i.e., cc* splits off from a at (ft, ft)}. Then, since m > ft, (13) v ^ λ + μ .
Let α) = Σ {λ,: a?*(fc, ft) = 0}. Now at (ft, ft),
From (13) and the above, we have λ + μ <£ v < (l/4)δ. Combining this with (12), we have, |l/(m, i)| ^ -ίδ + λ + Λ 2 4 Since § is arbitrary, y(m, j) = 0 for (m, j) ί α. Thus x a = y = z is an extreme point.
Next, we show that the set cδ(Γ) contains no other extreme points. Consequently it cannot have any denting points.
We see from Theorem A that, if x is an extreme point for co (T), then there must be a branch β such that xe Π {co W nί : (n, ί) 6/3}. If β is a branch that is left-turning after some point, then, from the continuity of point evaluation, x -x β . We shall show that, if β is not left-turning after any point, then the intersection of wedges Π {co W ni : in, i) 6 β] is void. Assume the opposite, so there is an x e Π {co W ni : (n, i) 6/3}. Then, by the continuity of the point-evaluation map, x(m, j) = β(m), for (m,j)eβ.
Claim, the element x cannot belong to X. Since, for every x in T there is a positive integer N such that x(n, i) = 0 for n > N, and since β turns right infinitely often, there is a point (m, j) in β, with m > N and j even, such that (5b) applies. Specifically, \\x -x\\ ^ <J±\x(m, j) -x(m, j) Since δ is arbitrary, x hl ecδ {x a }. It is not difficult to see that the tree T is contained in the closed convex span of the extreme points REMARK. This example is essentially the example in [3, pp. 60-731. 
